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Remain?... Leave?... Deal or no deal?

Two years on, and despite promises by the Prime Minister, we still have no assurance that our
lives will continue unchanged after Brexit.
Dishonesty has been rife throughout this entire sorry process. We all remember the big red bus and the claim of
£350 million for the Health Service. The Electoral Commission has fined Vote Leave for breaking referendum
rules on spending. The Police are involved and there are on-going investigations into funding sources and
misuse of data. So how can the Referendum be claimed as a legitimate democratic process?
ECREU does not campaign for Remain or Leave. We just want the best result for expat citizens whatever the
outcome. That’s why we support The People’s Vote. We do believe that the people should have the final say when
they know the real truth of what Brexit will actually mean for citizens, businesses and the future of the United
Kingdom.
This is not about ‘remain’ or ‘leave’ and it’s certainly not about reversing a democratic process despite that
process being tainted by wrong doing. Another vote will bring honesty back into the UK’s democratic process.
In a democracy, citizens vote for individuals to represent them in Government. If those representatives fail in
their duty, then they can be voted out. But there are sometimes major issues in a democratic society which rather
than being resolved by Government, are best put to the public in a Referendum. If this requires the elected
representatives to negotiate an outcome, then it seems right and proper for the citizens to have the final say once
they know what the true outcome will be.
After all, it might not be what they voted for in the first place. Let’s face it - even the People’s Vote could result in
‘leave’. This is all about treating a nation’s citizens fairly and honestly.

Talking of which...

With just weeks to go before negotiations are supposed to be completed, it might help us to understand exactly
what has and has not been agreed in the Draft Withdrawal Agreement.
Our colleagues at British in Europe and the 3Million have prepared an analysis
of what is still outstanding or missing. You can download their full report from
the link at the end of this story, but meanwhile, there are gaps in the draft
Withdrawal Agreement that will result in the removal of existing rights such as
freedom of movement and full family reunification. It is important to understand
that this is not just about our freedom of movement around the EU27, but also
the freedom to move between the EU and the UK which will effect UK citizens as
well as those from EU countries.
UK citizens in the EU will lose existing rights under EU law to move outside the State where they live, or to work
outside or provide cross-border services even by remote service such as consultancy over the Internet.
EU nationals who move away from the UK for more than five years to study or work, or to look after an
elderly relative, will have no guaranteed right of return to the UK, regardless of how long they have lived there
previously.
People with permanent residence in the UK will risk losing their status and being deported for very minor
offences, based on domestic rather than EU criminality thresholds.
The exclusion of future partners from the Agreement will discriminate against young people, especially those
living in the UK where family reunification legislation is particularly restrictive.
more......
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There are ambiguities on the status and rights of groups such as carers and students returning to their country of
origin to study, and children born in their host countries.
Returning UK citizens with non-British family members will find themselves retrospectively subject to strict UK
immigration rules.
Citizens’ post-Brexit status in the UK will be set in Acts that are easily amended, as is currently the case with UK
immigration Rules. EU citizens have no legal certainty that the UK Government will not change its position after
Brexit
Much will depend on the role of the Independent Monitoring Authority (IMA), but responsibility for creating it
has been left entirely to the UK, which makes serious independent monitoring highly doubtful. British citizens
in the EU will be protected by the Commission and oversight by the CJEU, while EU citizens in the UK will be
subjected to far weaker monitoring arrangements with CJEU oversight ending after eight years.
Download the full report from this link: http://bit.ly/2LHqNgz
Dave Spokes - davespokes@ecreu.com

Be Prepared !

N0.... we are not mobilising the Scouting movement - but we
are concerned that all our members are prepared for Brexit and
more importantly, for the possibility of no deal.
We need to know exactly what lies in store, so we have
prepared a survey on the ECREU web site which includes links
to pages explaining some of the key issues that may effect you.
The survey will also help us understand how many citizens
have taken steps to help themselves.
Be prepared and go to our on-line survey here: http://bit.ly/ecreu-survey
The Government and the EU have published ‘preparedness notes’ and we encourage you to read those
appropriate to you and to do whatever may be possible to prepare:
For Government Preparedness notes: UK: Click HERE EU: Click HERE

Healthcare - cured, or on life support?

Early in the negotiation process, ECREU provided evidence to the House of Commons Heath and Social
Care Select Committee. We were taken aback by the apparent lack of understanding of how the S1 and EHIC
systems work.
It seems that more than a year later, some British citizens living in the
EU - those who will be directly affected after Brexit - also have no idea
of its likely impact on their healthcare. If the withdrawal agreement is
adopted, then the S1 scheme may stay in place as the UK government
won’t want a million dodgy hips turning up on the steps of the NHS.
The S1 is for pensioners living in the EU, so the numbers may well
decrease over time as fewer retirees choose to continue living here as
third country nationals. But what about the EHIC for people who are
still working?
The Government simply says: ‘As long as you remain in scope of the Withdrawal Agreement, your equal
treatment rights to healthcare in your Member State of residence will be protected after the end of the
implementation period (on the same basis as a comparable national of your Member State of residence)’. It
has no advice in the event of no agreement. In 2017, The BMA - who should have a much better idea of what
could happen if it all goes wrong - issued its own analysis.
If you want the prognosis for your healthcare, download the BMA report from: HERE
With thanks to Sue Fletcher - contact@ecreu.com
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What might happen to state pensions if there
is no deal?
The International Consortium of British Pensioners (ICBP) works to right the
injustice of frozen pensions, working to draw attention to the issue and to put
pressure on decision makers in the UK.

Across the world, hundreds of thousands of British state pensioners are being
discriminated against simply because they retired to the ‘wrong’ country. There
are 120 frozen countries of which 18 have 1,000 or more frozen UK pensioners living
there.
Some people see Brexit as a threat, others see it as a promise, either way it is coming and it
is coming very quickly. 29th March 2019 is a little over six months away and the EU appears
to be as intransigent as ever. They have to be. If they agree too good a deal for the U.K. then
several other member nations may be prepared to follow and the bureaucrats cannot risk that
happening. Their empire would begin to crumble.
The U.K. government has said ’No Brexit deal is better than a bad deal’ and it looks as though that is where the
U.K. is heading. Would that be so awful? Many of the pundits claim it would be disastrous but how often are
they wrong? The world did not come crashing down, as predicted, after the referendum vote. In fact, it was
many of these same pundits who brought the world crashing down in 2008, so why should we trust them now?
Living within the EU there are around 470,000 British pensioners who, because of agreements with the EU,
have their pensions up-rated each year in line with the up-rating of British pensioners living in the U.K. (there
are about 210,000 British pensioners living in other countries who also have their pensions up-rated annually).
However, there are 520,000 British pensioners living around the world, mainly in Commonwealth countries,
whose pensions have never increased from the day they received them or, if they became a pensioner before
they moved, from the day they moved to one of these targeted countries.
These people are known as ’frozen pensioners’. Some frozen pensioners are now existing on a mere pittance
or, in the words of one MP, ‘…in genteel poverty’. He meant well but there is nothing genteel about penury.

Why should this be of interest to British pensioners living in the EU?
Because if the U.K. crashes out, then the 470,000 British pensioners living in the EU could find themselves in
the same boat as the frozen pensioners - unlikely but possible.
If there is no agreement on pensions, not only would
there be a revolution but also the U.K. government
cannot risk a sudden influx of British pensioners
entitled to return to the U.K., many of whom would
become ‘a burden on the state’.
To this end the U.K. government has made a promise to
continue to up-rate the pensions of British pensioners
living in the EU.
Also, if they did not continue to up-rate those pensions,
how would they justify up-rating the pensions of the
other 210,000 British pensioners living overseas?
But that then begs the frozen pension question, why them if not us? This brings us neatly to the justification
for refusing to up-rate the pensions of frozen pensioners. There is none.
As usual with governments, they are economical with the truth. The U.K. government argues that they will not
change the policy because that’s the way it has always been done. On that basis, we would still have slavery
and hanging, women would not have the vote and homosexuals would still be imprisoned. If it’s wrong it is
wrong regardless of for how long it’s been done.
more....
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They claim it is too expensive. Again, dishonest. It would only cost 0.7% of the annual pensions budget to
up-rate all frozen pensioners and the NI fund is massively in surplus. To put it in perspective, the £39 billion
spent on the 2nd Iraq war would have paid for up-rating frozen pensioners for more than 65 years.
The government claim they have no obligation to up-rate frozen pensions. Wrong. Everyone contributed
equally to their pension and therefore every one, under the law, should be entitled to equal treatment.
If a private pension company treated its contributors in
the way the U.K. government does, the government would
come down on them with the full force of the law.
One of the government’s main arguments is that it only
up-rates pensions where it is legally obliged to do so
or where there is a reciprocal agreement. This is just
more government obfuscation. There is nothing legally
preventing the government from up-rating all pensions.
It is just a cynical money saving exercise.
The government are quite happy to drive the elderly and the vulnerable into poverty just to save a small
amount of money. Also, they refuse to enter into reciprocal agreements with any more countries to avoid what
they call a ‘legal obligation’. Most of the countries where frozen pensioners live, like Canada and Australia,
want to enter into reciprocal agreements with the U.K. but are refused. In most of the countries where frozen
pensioners live, those governments pay their pensioners who live overseas, including in the U.K., the same
as their home based pensioners including any increases. Of all the OECD countries, the U.K. is the only one
which discriminates against its pensioners in this way.
It is dishonest, unfair and possibly unlawful. Every pensioner contributed equally and is
entitled to equal treatment.
Why should this bother British pensioners living in the EU? It probably shouldn’t. Like Armageddon, it will
probably never happen but be warned, this government is less than honest and cannot be trusted. The Labour
Party and the SNP are committed to changing frozen pensions, not the Conservatives although, in opposition,
the Conservatives took a very different line.
It is staggering that a party which prides itself on equality and equal treatment for all is the only one to stand
out against the equal treatment of the most vulnerable.
All British pensioners, frozen or not, should stand together and demand that this unspeakable
injustice is overturned without delay.
John J Duffy - Chairman, International Consortium of British Pensioners

People’s Vote march again - October
June saw a mass gathering and
march on Parliament for the People’s Vote. There
will be another march in support of the People’s Vote in October
20. If you are in UK and can make it to London, ECREU member
Gill Goodwin would love to hear from you. Please email:
gillgoodwin2003@yahoo.co.uk
For more about People’s Vote and to sign a petition, go to: https://www.peoples-vote.uk/
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What to expect from pound exchange rates post-Brexit
Perhaps one of the biggest concerns facing thousands of us living out our retirement in the EU - and many in
business - is the Pound/Euro exchange rate. Already, our pensions have suffered a loss of some 25% since the
referendum, so what does the future hold for us post-Brexit?
Here, experts from UK-based foreign exchange broker and international payment provider, Currencies
Direct give a money market view....
We’re just seven months away from the UK formally
leaving the EU but (unless anyone’s got a crystal ball?)
predicting how Brexit negotiations will play out is
anyone’s guess at the moment.
However, by looking at the most likely outcomes of the negotiations
we can still make predictions of how the pound may move…

Deal including trade agreement – pound positive

The preferred Brexit outcome for Theresa May’s government would see the UK exit the EU with a deal detailing
the UK’s exit agreement and outlining a future trade relationship with the EU.
Such an outcome is likely to be the most positive for the pound as it would help minimise the impact to the UK
economy and potentially limit any disruption to trade.
However, with the two sides currently at an impasse and the EU reluctant to agree to the terms put forth by the
UK government, fears of a no-deal Brexit have been rising.

No deal Brexit – pound negative

This is seen as the worst case scenario by markets, with economists forecasting that such an outcome could
lead to heavy losses for Sterling. As Phil McHugh, Senior Market Analyst at Currencies Direct explains:
“For the pound this outcome is interpreted by the markets as distinctly GBP negative. The uncertainty
surrounding the outcome could potentially lead to the pound falling beyond the lows seen in the immediate
aftermath of the Brexit referendum vote, with a 5-10% decline expected.”
While the two aforementioned outcomes seem the most likely, there also remains a (very slim) possibility that
Brexit could be avoided entirely, potentially as a result of a second referendum or a general election.

Delayed Brexit – pound volatility

With most of Sterling’s losses over the past two years coming as a result of the UK’s vote to leave the EU, a
U-turn on Brexit could help propel GBP higher.
Conversely, this outcome could also result in considerable
volatility as the possible fallout could fracture UK political
parties, potentially leading to a government that favours a
hard Brexit.
Finally, the UK could seek to delay its exit from the EU, giving
the nation more time to negotiate a deal but likely resulting in
prolonged volatility in GBP exchange rates as it drags out the
uncertainty surrounding the process.
If you’re worried about the impact of Brexit negotiations on your finances, get in touch with the experts at
Currencies Direct to talk about how to best limit your exposure to unfavourable currency movements.

web site: www.currenciesdirect.com
email: customer.s@currenciesdirect.com
+44 (0) 20 7847 9400
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‘No-deal Brexit thrusts UK into ‘legal vacuum’, warns
Keir Starmer’*
Keir Starmer was right to warn us about the consequences of a no-deal
Brexit. I have been serving on an EU Expert Group for the last five years,
dealing with EU Criminal Law Policy.
I have also been a member of the Task Force set up by the Centre
for European Policy Studies (CEPS) on the Future of EU, UK and
US Cooperation in Criminal Justice and Police Cooperation.

In each of these forums, we have been trying to assess the impact
of Brexit on the future of cooperation between the UK and
the EU 27 member states. The CEPS Task Force report will be
available on line on Wednesday 19th September.
I am not at liberty to divulge the details until the report is released, but I can say that based on
all the work that I have done, my professional view as a criminal lawyer is that Keir Starmer’s
concerns are more than justified and that the disaster that would follow a no-deal Brexit cannot be
overemphasised.
The government has done nothing to address these concerns and there are now just 7 months to
deal with this prospective disaster.”

Paul Garlick

Paul Garlick is a Queen’s Counsel and an expert in European Criminal law and judicial cooperation in the
EU. He is also a member of the ECREU team.
* See: The Guardian, 26 August

PM and UK in the dock
Bremain in Spain and another four claimants are taking the prime
Minister to court claiming Article 50 should never have been triggered
because the leave campaign broke electoral law, making 2016 vote
unconstitutional.
Meanwhile, Julien Fouchet, the Bordeau lawyer who took up the Harry
Shindler voting rights case, is working to introduce a second action
before Europeans judges about the validity of the referendum.
“Recently I have created a committee with all the Europeans citizens (British or not living in the EU27) to
support the UK to remain in the great European Family,” he said to ECREU.
He told French expat newspaper, The Connexion’: “I want to mobilise people in all of the 27 states so that
people understand why the UK is leaving the EU – they don’t know, in Germany, Spain, Portugal… that this
Brexit is illegal.
“The Leave campaign exceeded the spending ceilings. The referendum vote did not mention that the UK
would leave Euratom. Electors in British overseas territories and Britons who have lived abroad for more
than 15 years could not vote. Nor could prisoners – despite the fact that the European Court of Human
Rights had told the UK that loss of voting should not be automatic for all prisoners, only for the most serious
offences. There was foreign influence on social media. It’s all illegal and people don’t know.”
Read all about it in ‘The Connexion’ here: https://www.connexionfrance.com/French-news/Brexit/Barristerseeks-to-rally-Europeans-against-Brexit
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Time to influence your EU MEP

In last months newsletter, we asked you to find contact details for your local MEP for
a lobbying exercise this month. Since then, our coalition of groups, ‘British in Europe’
and UK group ‘the3million’ have sent a hard hitting open letter to Dominic Raab and
Michel Barnier which is exactly the message we want to send MEPs. All you need to do
is send a short appeal to your MEP to download it from the link below.
The letter pulls few punches mentioning the promises made by M Barnier and
Theresa May at the start of negotiations that “Brexit should not alter the nature of
people’s daily lives,” and “We first need to tackle the rights of citizens, get a fair and
clear agreement.”
Theresa May said: “I am making [citizens’ rights] an immediate priority at the
beginning of the negotiations. But that agreement must be reciprocal because we
must protect the rights of UK citizens living in EU member states, too.”
It adds that the failure to ring fence rights that have been included in the draft
agreement means a ‘no deal’ could have a catastrophic effect on our lives.
Please read the letter and send the link to your MEP with a short appeal for him or
her to read it.
Download the letter here: http://bit.ly/ecreu-openletter

Brexit dogs dinner
This is Debbie with her dachshund ‘Poppy’ who has a Latvian passport. If our passport
rules applied to pets post Brexit, Debbie will lose her freedom of movement while
Poppy will be free to enjoy doggy travels throughout the EU !
OK, so a pet passport is not quite the same as ours, but before you email to say I am
barking up the wrong tree, we don’t actually know what will happen to UK issued pet
passports for travel to and from EU countries post Brexit.
Now, British owned dogs are barking out
demanding a ‘Wooferendum’ in a campaign leading up to one of the
biggest four-legged gatherings ever seen in the UK. On Sunday 7th
October, thousands of dogs and their two-legged companions will march
through central London to Parliament to support the People’s Vote on
Brexit.
At the march, a Wooferendum PETition signed by dogs, leading public
figures and celebrities will be delivered to Downing Street by a delegation
of canine campaigners.
There is an important message behind this - we all want our rights
secured, and if our own government won’t guarantee them, then
we agree with the Wooferendum organisers that the people should
have the final say. We need all the support we can get, so with dog
owners in the UK prepared to help our fight, if you are in UK on
October 7th, take their ‘lead’ and join the march... or should that be
the ‘walkies’......
More on the Wooferendum here: https://www.wooferendum.org
Doggy video here: https://youtu.be/gN1Q1n4sh-8 <https://youtu.
be/gN1Q1n4sh-8

No more doggy holidays in France?
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Can a ‘Big Red Button’ stop
Brexit?
Research by Best for Britain shows 2.6million leave
voters now support staying and leading Europe, while 112 MP’s
constituencies that voted leave would now vote to stay, which means a
majority of all constituencies now support staying.
This month, the campaign group launched a ‘Big Red Button’ campaigning to highlight that there is still an
opportunity to stop Brexit. They say that with just 200 days left until Article 50 runs out, MPs need to keep
up with their voters and make the button to stop Brexit a reality.
You can ‘press the button’ by writing
to your MP and Best for Britain have
made this very easy.
Just click the link below, enter the
postcode where you last lived in UK,
and the web page will find the right MP.
They even give you a ready-made
message which you can change or add
to. Click here:
www.bestforbritain.org/press_button
Best for Britain champion David Lammy MP said: “After two years of stalling negotiations, job losses and
skills shortages in the NHS, millions more voters have seen through the lies of Brexit.
“With the Tory government in the pocket of its hard right fringes, it’s up to Labour to give these voters
a voice. Labour members, Labour voters and many Labour MPs remain strongly pro-European. Our
leadership needs to wake up and smell the coffee, by supporting a people’s vote on the final deal.”

Revealed from the research

Despite Mayor of Greater Manchester, Andy Burnham’s objection to a People’s Vote,
Manchester is a hotspot of support for a vote on the deal. For example, 53% of voters in
Manchester Withington would support a vote on the final deal.
The majority of Boris Johnson’s constituency of Uxbridge and South Ruislip think that a
No Deal Brexit would be bad for Britain. 49% agree that it would be harmful, whilst only
14% think it would be a good idea.
78% of Dominic Raab’s constituents in Esher and Walton say that Brexit is harder and
more complicated than they anticipated.
Best for Britain CEO Eloise Todd said: “This data shows the tide is turning on Brexit. People want to have
the final say on whether we leave Europe or not.
“Most Labour constituencies have majority support for a people’s vote, a clear majority of Labour voters
back a people’s vote, and many switchers also support Labour. This research could be a watershed moment
in the campaign to give people a final say.
“We need the Opposition to give a real alternative to the government’s Brexit deal, starting with a people’s
vote with an option to stay, lead and thrive in Europe.”
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The Battle for Our Winter Fuel Payment is not over!
You may think the Winter Fuel Payment debate is over. I can assure you, it is not!
Appeal to Upper Tribunal

Andrew Robertson from Cap d’Agde has been fighting the DWP for some time. He applied for a WFP, knowing
full well he technically couldn’t, and of course was refused by the DWP.
So he went to a First-tier Tribunal, which found against him, but was not able to rule on everything in his
appeal and granted him leave to appeal to an Upper Tribunal.
Andrew has just sent off his submission to be allowed to appeal to the Upper Tribunal, and his 19-page
document is full of some pretty punchy stuff.
He has used the evidence he uncovered about the validity of the so-called temperature link. 98% of the
temperatures the DWP admitted they had used were estimates, and in many cases were interpolations of
estimates.
All the temperatures had a built-in margin of
error of ± 2.0°C, which is particularly crucial,
since it produces an ‘error range’ of 4.0°C. Such
big differences challenges the validity of every
temperature used by the DWP.
And then, there is the ‘warmest part of the
UK’ which the DWP used as the baseline
for determining which countries should be
excluded. The DWP claimed the ‘warmest part’
was SW England at 5.6°C.
In fact, the Isles of Scilly are the ‘warmest part’ of the UK at 8.7°C. The Isles of Scilly are often thought of as
being part of SW England, but they are not, having their own autonomy.
Targeting the Statutory Instrument which changed the UK regulations, Andrew provided a list of 17 ways
in which the Secretary of State (IDS of course) either concealed from Parliament information essential to a
proper understanding of SI 2014/3270 or misled Parliament by providing disinformation.
We wait to see if he does get a hearing.

Appeal to the First-tier Tribunal

For my part I have just had my appeal against the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) accepted by
a First-tier Tribunal. This started a long time ago when the DWP refused to provide me with figures of the
number of recipients of the WFP in 26 Départements of France.
I made my Freedom of Information request on 18 October 2016 - yes, 23 months ago!
Eventually, after an incredibly long delay, the DWP provided a response, which led the ICO to issue me with a
refusal notice on 25 May this year.
My 20-page submission concentrates very much on the inconsistencies of the DWP, and at the same time, the
consistencies used by them. My spreadsheet on the next page provides an illustration of what I mean.
This highlights four Freedom of Information requests I have made. I have shown the number of days’ delay
by the DWP in three of them, and their reasons for refusal, and compared them with the other request which
was completed in a way which complied with the Act. I am now certain that the DWP generally refuses any FoI
requests it receives.
more......
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FoI Ref

Date of
Request

Number
Date
of Data in Countries
Supplied
Request

No. of
Days
Since the
Request

Reasons for Refusal

FoI 27

1/16/2015

3

1

8/12/2016

573

We estimate that the cost of complying with your request would
exceed the appropriate limit of £600. The appropriate limit has
been specified in regulations and for central Government it is set at
£600. This represents the estimated cost of one person spending
3½ working days in determining whether the Department holds the
information, and locating, retrieving and extracting the information.

FoI 3424

9/19/2016

3

2

10/17/2016

28

The information you have requested is provided below.

608

We estimate that the cost of complying with your requests would
exceed the appropriate limit for central Government, set by
regulations at £600. This represents the estimated cost of one
person spending 3½ working days in determining whether the
Department holds the information, and locating, retrieving and
extracting it.

605

We estimate that the cost of complying with your requests would
exceed the appropriate limit for central Government, set by
regulations at £600. This represents the estimated cost of one
person spending 3½ working days in determining whether the
Department holds the information, and locating, retrieving and
extracting it.

FoI 3979

FoI 4121

10/18/2016

10/21/2016

26

1

1

1

What am I trying to prove?

I’m as certain as I can be that the DWP possesses all of the technology tools it needs to have determined to pay,
or not, the WFP on a regional basis.
Quite apart from the fact that France and
Spain are excluded, the resultant policy is
totally and utterly disproportionate.
Those living in the French Alps, the
Sierra Nevada in Spain, or the Troodos
Mountains in Cyprus, where winter
temperatures are often below zero for long
periods, are refused payment.
Those who live in Sardinia and Sicily, and
even the Isles of Scilly, receive payment.
One of my central attacks on the DWP is that they use the post codes we all rely on to determine - on a regular
basis - what letters go out and when, amongst the many millions they mail out every year - letters about
pension uprating, letters about Life Certificates and now for those who still get them, letters about the issuing
of the WFPs. And yet, the DWP claim its far too complex and expensive to do so!
OK, its all boring old stuff, but both Andrew and I look forward to victories against the DWP. They have lied
and cheated far too often, and we intend to prove it!
Roger Boaden - rogerboaden@ecreu.com
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From a Welshman in Finland

The impact that Brexit will have on the ordinary British
people is starting become more Brexit reality rather than
Brexit scare mongering.
In a recent statement, the Welsh Fishermen’s Association (WFA)
has warned that ‘people will start going out of business’ after just four
weeks if Custom checks and restrictions caused delays.
In a recent interview, Mr. Sion Williams, a lobster and crab fisherman from Gwynedd, said that the sector
was becoming increasingly concerned that the UK would be leaving the EU without a trade deal. Mr Williams
stated that ‘maintaining good and efficient access to the European markets was essential for their industry to
survive’.
Of the 451 vessels registered in Wales, 92% are small-scale, defined as under 10m in length, specialising in
shellfish such as lobster, crab, whelks and mussels.
In 2017, these vessels landed £38.8m worth of produce. Of this 90% of their catch was sold directly to EU
markets.
If there was to be any delay in the transportation of live shellfish, due to customs checks either in the UK or on
the EU continent, the live lobsters and crabs would deteriorate very quickly. The shellfish industry is a high
cost, quick turnaround industry heavily reliant on fast, economical and efficient transport links with its EU
market.
Mr Williams was also concerned that as well as
potential customs delays, he understood that
tariffs of around 6% for crabs and 8% for lobster
could be imposed. This could also impact on local
restaurants who relied on a competitive lobster
and crab industry supplying local produce.

Beached - Is this the future for the Tenby fishing fleet?

The fear is that local restaurants and cafes would
not have the capacity to replace the 90% of live
shellfish that are exported to the EU and made the
shellfish affordable in the home market.

Gemma Webb, events manager at Dylan’s restaurant chain in North Wales said that she was already
preparing for the price of shellfish to rise after Brexit.

Negative Impact
In another Brexit bombshell first reported on Sky News, Pembrokeshire County Council undertook a Brexit
impact assessment. The county has three major shipping ports at Pembroke Dock, Fishguard and Milford
Haven.
Sky News obtained the impact assessment together with several other UK wide local council Brexit studies
though a Freedom of Information project.
The Pembrokeshire County Council’s impact log outlines 19 ways that Brexit could affect the county. In the
list of 19 impact areas, only one area was listed as positive. This was ‘Reduced demand for Council services if
the population decreases’.
All the other 18 areas were negative with seen being listed as having a high impact on the county. There were
six items listed that were categorised as ‘UNKNOWN’.
more....
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The two local MPs reacted to the Pembrokeshire County Council impact report and issued their own
statements.
Preseli Pembrokeshire MP, Stephen Crabb told The Pembrokeshire Herald: “This reads as a very political
document which has clearly been written by someone strongly opposed to Britain leaving the EU. It is right to
look at all eventualities and do sensible planning, but this paper borders on scare mongering.“
Simon Hart, Conservative MP for Carmarthen West and South Pembrokeshire responded to the release of
the PCC’s impact logs, he said: “Whilst it is right to look at all possible outcomes, the Council should avoid
coming across as alarmist, and possibly damaging the local economy as a result.”
Stephen Cole, ECREU Member, Finland - Stephencole2010@gmail.com

‘Unhappy’ from Denmark....

Last month, the British embassy in Copenhagen held a public meeting to
provide an update on Brexit. You can read their report from this link: HERE
It was the usual stuff about the various rights that have been agreed, but it was only at
the Q&A session that it emerged that we are still bargaining chips. A big ‘Thank you’ to the Danish
Permanent Secretary for pressing for the clarification we need to hear. The comments speak for
themselves for the anger and frustration with the British Government for being so economical with
the truth.
To quote fellow Brit in Denmark, Nigel Barnfield: “You forgot the rather important disclaimer at
the end – in the event of a ‘No Deal’, please disregard everything in this statement - just needs
to be added to avoid the confusion.”
From another audience member, Martin Lowder: “Thank you for this and for the meeting.
This is clearly a conscious decision to present this information in this way, i.e. as though
this is what will happen. That was the way you presented at the Town hall. It was, and is,
highly confusing and misleading to many of us.
“It took the Danish Permanent Secretary to clear that up and only on being pressed did
the UK side clearly state that all of the provisional agreements are entirely dependent on
an overall deal. Please start being far clearer and more honest on this point.
“As a follow on - given that these have clear agreement and they do not seem contentious
to either UK or our EUR partners, why can these agreements on citizens rights (which
are hugely reassuring as I stated in the meeting) not be separated out, ring-fenced and
implemented regardless of other more contentious issues that may delay or prevent an
overall deal?”
Then Kim Parfitt: “Please would the embassy tell us if they actually read these
comments. Are we simply wasting our time here?”
Patricia Brander, email: patricia@kandp.dk
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Consular Support

Emphasis this summer has been for ECREU to encourage all British citizens living in
Spain to legally register with the Spanish authorities. This means having a personal
identity number (NIE), residencia and registering on the padron with the local
town hall.
Only then are British citizens certain to be assisted by the Spanish and British
Consulates in Spain should they have difficulties. Letters and articles have been published
in the English language newspapers while other British citizen’s groups have also been active in
the press over the summer.
The British Consulate in Alicante has started a programme of meetings around Alicante Province and Murcía,
visiting campsites and presenting HMRC personnel about tax for Brits abroad. The following is a report of a
meeting between Consul Sarah-Jane Morris and Vice Consul Sara Munsterhjelm, and ECREU’s Margaret and
Gerald Hales in Alicante last month:
Information from various meetings and emails from British citizens in Spain suggested a mixture of (a)
‘Boredom with Brexit’, (b) total lack of knowledge and understanding and (c) worry and considerable anxiety.
There were also those - particularly the more elderly - who hid from what was happening so as not to get too
worried about their health care and general situation.
Big campsites in the Benidorm area had many Brits totally unregistered. But the message remained the
same...... get properly registered before Brexit.
Attempts to inform were gradually having results, particularly with residencia and padrón registrations and
this should continue through press, radio, Facebook and official meetings.
Issues around residencias were discussed but is was noted that it is now easier to find information about
getting a residency appointment from the Embassy web site. For instructions, go to: www.gov.uk/guidance/
residency-requirements-in-spain
For an appointment, go to: https://sede.administracionespublicas.gob.es/icpplus/index.html. British
nationals should first select their province and then select the service they require.
For all kinds of residency certificates (first time round, changes of
address, and permanent residency) the Consulate has been advised
that British citizens should select the option ‘Certificados UE’
(European Union Certificates), then follow the steps indicated onscreen.
It was noted that the system was difficult for some elderly to access
and there was a need for simplification (or even English translation) if
Spain wanted more UK citizens to register. It was also recognised that
some improvements would be helpful, especially in terms of which
websites or forms were needed for specific requests.
Margaret and Consul Sarah-Jane Morris

Voting by British the local Spanish elections in May 2019 and in local
EU27 elections has been treated as urgent by London and news was
awaited of a potential bilateral agreement with Spain.

Convenio especial

The new Prime Minister had said that all immigrants into Spain would get free health care, but it seems
nothing had been passed into law yet. This would potentially affect those on the Convenio especial scheme.
Andalucia is reported to have started to implement the changes, but the Consul subsequently checked with
the Healthcare Team in the Embassy who confirmed this was not correct. In fact, nowhere in Spain can do so
until all the legislation has been fully passed. If ECREU members have evidence to the contrary we would be
interested to hear - email spain@ecreu.com
more......
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If you have questions on when universal and free healthcare for all will become available, check on http://
www.healthcareinspain.eu
There was interest in knowing if it was advisable for a UK citizen with a Spanish partner to get married
before Brexit. The answer is at least a registration of living together, or ‘Pareja de hecho/Unión de hecho’
was advisable. Information on getting married and registering as a common law couple in the Valencia
autonomous community can be found (in Spanish) on: http://www.gva.es/es/inicio/procedimientos?id_
proc=917&version=amp
The consulate In Alicante issues documents for people who want to get married in Spain from here: http://
www.gov.uk/marriage-abroad
The Madrid Consulate issues supporting documents only if needed - if the court, town hall or church doesn’t
request anything, there is no need for any couple getting married to contact the Madrid Consulate.
Finally, the meeting discussed comments that health and pension information regarding the Government’s
pledge is not really accessible to pensioners and is written in ‘interesting’ language. We hope more information
will be provided in the media, since it is the pensioners’ biggest worry. It was also noted that UK bureaucracy is
getting more ‘hostile’
After the meeting, the Consul and Vice Consul met the newly appointed Sub-Delegada del Gobierno for
Alicante. She agreed to take forward the suggestion that the registration process on their government website
should also being in English if we are to persuade British nationals to get themselves properly registered in
Spain. It was also agreed that joint outreach events in November in Alicante and Murcia will include someone
from the Foreigners’ Office to help British nationals get their residency papers in order.
A ‘roadshow’ covering registration and the residencia is planned for November.
For more official information, there are Consulate offices are in Barcelona, Málaga, Ibiza, Palma de Majorca,
Santa Cruz de Tenerife and Las Palmas.
Margaret Hales - margarethales@ecreu.com

Carte de sejour still causing problems

There are still complaints form all over France about Prefectures seemingly
unwilling to help with applications for the Carte de sejour or just being plain
obstructive. Here are two email messages received by ECREU on the same day concerning
the same prefecture:
My wife and I have just received our Cartes de Sejour Permanante following excellent and very
helpful assistance from our prefecture in Niort, Deux Sevres. Following a detailed interview
requiring us to hand over quite a lot of paperwork -- and also our fingerprints !!! --- we received
the cards three weeks later.
I’ve lived in France for 21 years, I applied for an appointment 2 months ago in Niort for my carte
de sejour by post and email, No replies, also tried phoning over 10 times, different days, and get an
answerphone saying too busy to answer.
How can the same office treat people so differently?

As we reported last month, our friends at on-line support
group, RIFT, have comprehensive information on residency cards and the
possible impact of Brexit, go to: www.remaininfrance.org
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UK ex-pat in Ireland - no gripes?

In 2017, there were over 80 thousand applications for Irish passports from people in
the UK, up 28 per cent. This rise in applications since the EU referendum, alongside
reports of Brexiters applying for residency in EU countries for themselves, or for their business
connections, remind us how highly EU citizenship rights are valued.
UK expats living in Ireland have protected rights and entitlements under a pre-existing Common Travel Area
agreement making them the envy of other UK ex-pats in continental Europe. So what’s the gripe?
Living abroad can make one view one’s country more objectively, and three Brexit issues are cause for concern
- incoherence, the UK and Irish economy and Britain’s standing.
Incoherence
There is no escaping the need for voters to be informed about what they are voting for. Lack of clarity and
disagreements on core issues such as the single market, customs union and exactly what was on offer was
demonstrably not thought through. Daniel Hannan’s ‘Absolutely nobody is talking about threatening our place
in the Single Market’ conflicting with ‘All we want is fewer regulations’, to the slogan ‘Take Back Control’ and
omitting ‘By the way, we will lose our EU voice on international issues’.
Not to mention Theresa Villiers’s insistence that ‘There’s no Irish border problem,’ and Theresa May’s opposite
pre-referendum statement, and Irish pleas to UK voters. Two and a half years of attempts at resolution indicate
that it is indeed still a problem.

Irish economy

Roughly half of Irish international trade uses the UK as a land bridge. If the UK leaves the EU Customs Union
and the Single Market, all goods that transit to the EU via the UK will be subject to border controls and customs
checks. Alternative sea routes can add nearly a day of travel and firms are having to make preparations.
Some traders will be facing customs administration for
the first time. Aside from the physical aspects, consider
the potential delay due to customs obligations and
potentially conflicting standards, in food for example.
The EU enforces its food and agricultural standards, and
would not allow a regime where US or South American
products could easily enter via Northern Ireland or Great
Britain.
In Northern Ireland, where the vote to Remain in the EU
was 56 per cent, they are concerned too. Administrative
measures will affect smaller firms in particular.
Galway Docks

Then there is the worry that the UK economy will falter
owing to inadequate outside trade deals.

A pessimistic recent review of UK trade options by Colm McCarthy in the Irish Independent newspaper notes
that with no deal, Britain would face the loss of the EU’s existing free trade deal with South Africa, to cite a
country currently in the British news. “The UK’s existing export trade with the entire African continent would
be fully offset if its European trade took a hit of just six per cent”.
An independent study by Copenhagen Economics examined the impact of Brexit on Ireland under four
potential outcomes. Though the worst case is not as severe as the financial crash of 2008, even the best-case,
the Norwegian European Economic Area scenario, would see the Irish economy taking a hit. Agri-food, pharmachemicals, electrical machinery, wholesale and retail sectors taking most of the brunt.
A Brexit Loan Scheme for firms has been launched by the Irish government and other mitigating actions are
being considered. It is hoped that Foreign Direct Investment will be another mitigating factor, with multinationals choosing Ireland over the UK.
more......
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Also worrying is disruption to Irish imports that could affect the country’s supply chain. This will raise costs in
retailing, and is likely to lead to reduced retail competition, to the detriment of Irish consumers. A hard Brexit
will disproportionately affect poorer Irish households, as it will translate into food price increases in particular.

UK’s Standing:

On the issue of the UK’s standing, right-thinking citizens are
likely to prefer that their country of origin behaves honourably.
How could expats feel about their country when it considers
reneging on an international agreement - the Belfast Peace
Agreement?
The agreement of no physical border was dismissed by Brexiters,
obliging the EU to make the ‘no physical border’ an essential
backstop requirement of the withdrawal agreement without
which, there will be no transition period for the UK. A solution,
technical or political, needs to be found.

Crystal glass making

After these Brexiters discovered that the border issue is not easily resolved, they resorted to belittling it, as ‘the
tail wagging the dog,’ that statement from a Foreign Secretary no less, and a ‘shibboleth’.
Distance allows expats to get a clearer view of the UK’s reputation. The fundamental issue is not just protection
of peace, but does Britain keep faith. Are we to deduce that the UK’s commitments might be worthless?
Susan, Ireland - contact@ecreu.com

New EU Travel system

The Council of the EU this month adopted a new travel information and authorisation system. European
Travel Information and Authorisation System - ETIAS - will allow for advance checks and, if necessary, deny
travel authorisation to visa-exempt third-country nationals travelling to the Schengen area.
It will help improve internal security, prevent illegal immigration, protect public health and reduce delays
at borders by identifying persons who may pose a risk in one of these areas before they arrive at the external
borders.
Third country nationals will need to obtain a travel authorisation before their trip, via an online application.
For each application, the applicant will be required to pay a travel authorisation fee of 7 Euros.
The information submitted in each application will be automatically processed against EU and relevant
Interpol databases to determine whether there are grounds to refuse a travel authorisation. If no hits or
elements requiring further analysis are identified, the travel authorisation will be issued automatically and
quickly. This is expected to be the case for most applications.
If there is a hit or an element requiring analysis, the application will be handled manually by the competent
authorities.
Before boarding, air carriers and sea carriers will need to check whether third country nationals subject to
the travel authorisation requirement are in possession of a valid travel authorisation. From three years after
the entry into operations of ETIAS this obligation will also apply to international carriers transporting groups
overland by coach.
The travel authorisation will not provide an automatic right of entry or stay; it is the border guard who will
take the final decision.
A travel authorisation will be valid for three years or until the end of validity of the travel document registered
during application, whichever comes first.
Why do we mention this in the ECREU newsletter?....... After Brexit, UK citizens will become
Third Country Nationals.
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Let us know and we’ll give you a platform
G e t r ch e s
Send your thoughts to: contact@ecreu.com
u
yo I really cannot understand why the government and the people who voted to leave the EU have it

in for not only me but for the millions of other Brits who live in Europe. Despite having worked hard and
paid our taxes (in the UK) we are to be impoverished - already our UK pensions are 25% down on 2016 - and
disenfranchised. Women died so that I could have the vote and in 9 years time it will be taken away from me.
Do they really want us to move back to the UK? Most of us will need pension credits, housing benefit and
income support, let alone taking up beds in our distraught NHS hospitals. (Many of my family are in the
medical profession in the UK and they are in despair).
My father was knighted for, among other things, services to the town twinning movement. I was brought up to
be European in outlook and now I just feel victimised and abandoned.
I can only weep for an ideal that has been destroyed by a combination of blind ignorance and mindless
vindictiveness.
......ECREU Member Helene Barratt (France)
We want to thank you and all at ECREU for the enormous amount of work you are doing and have done on our
behalf.
...... ECREU Members Nick and Marianne (France)

Need to contact someone at ECREU?

If an email address is not shown in this newsletter, please email to: contact@ecreu.com
Italy - italy@ecreu.com
Spain - spain@ecreu.com

ex-Forces - briankemp@ecreu.com

At the time of writing, ECREU has 10,515 members in 28 EU countries:
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark

Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland

Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland

Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

Don’t forget we are on Facebook!
Take part and post on to your friends...
...Click the logo:
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ECREU is an active participating member of British in Europe, the
the v
coalition of citizen’s groups in the EU This vital work needs your
support, so please click HERE if you are able to help.
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